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Pentkhaus

6 Bedroom House For Rent In Steyn City
???????, ?????????, ????????, Steyn City, , ,

MISYACHNA ORENDA

$ 6932.00

TSINA PRODAZHU

$ 0.00

 748 qm  12 kimnaty  6 spal?ni  6 vanni kimnaty

 6 poverhy  6 qm zemel?na
ploshcha

 6 avtomobil?ni
mistsya

Ty Bello
Tttytr

Abuja, Nigeria - Mistsevyy Chas

234 986543223
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AS FEATURED ON TOP BILLING Positioned on one of the most sought after stands in Steyn City, this quintessential home boasts breath-taking

finishes and a gracious entertainment area. No effort was spared in executing the architectural detail of this residence. With the kitchen being the

heart of this home, with a luxurious double Ilve gas stove - family converge around the kitchen island which looks out onto the reception and

entertainment conservatory. Solid oak-wood flooring is tactile and luxurious, with each plank having it's unique intrinsic look as nature intended.

Exacting and eco-efficient building techniques have been incorporated with solar power, 14-day purified water backup & double glazed windows.

Additional noteworthy features of this home include temperature moderated wine cellar, bar, study, cinema room, air-conditioning throughout, and

home automation. The Steyn City vision has been realized in this sprawling, 2 000-acre, multi-billion-rand lifestyle resort. The most expansive

property development on the continent, this world class city offers a unique style of living which is unprecedented and unparalleled. More than

R6bn has been invested in infrastructure both within and bordering the lifestyle resort. Amenities include award-winning clubhouse, Jack Nicklaus-

design golf course, fine dining restaurant and deli, equestrian centre & multiple lifestyle parks. World leading electronic security systems have

been installed and deployed, these include CCTV surveillance, advanced video analytics, perimeter electrified fencing, perimeter intrusion

detection technology, a state-of-the-art security nerve centre with integrated biometric, RFID tag access and license plate recognition access

control. * furnished option available on request at US$ 9,011.05 pm

Dostupnyy Z: 27.05.2019

Poverkh: 4 Poverkhy: 4 Rik Pobudovy: 2017 Avtomobil?Ni
Mistsya: 4

Rik Pobudovy: 2017 Typ: Ofis

Zruchnosti

ID ID majna Kondytsioner Systema Syhnalizatsiyi

Cctv

Zruchnosti Na Vidkrytomu Povitri

Tsilodobova Okhorona Harazh Baseyn


